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Abstract 
Northern labyrinths are stone constructions of different shapes, dating III-I century BC. They mainly appear on capes on 
peninsulas and islands up to 13-25 m above the sea level. Their area begins from Scilly Isles (England) and in the White sea 
(Russia). Opinions of scientists concerning their designation are controversial. Assumptions about their practical meaning haven’t 
been proved: no burials have been found underneath; fishing equipment cannot be located so far from the area of tides. Most of 
the scientists link labyrinths with the sphere of spiritual culture: sanctuaries, altars, sacred places, schemes of rituals and magical 
centers. Assumptions about calendar designation link the picture of labyrinth with schemes of orbits of the Sun, the Moon, planets 
and stars. However they do not explain the application of this technology. The author’s concept is based on the opposite 
astronomical alignment by the shade of gnomon and considers peculiarities of the geographical space of Northern regions (polar 
days and white nights). 
The aim of the research is to prove that the key to decoding the picture of a classic Northern labyrinth is a gnomon located in the 
centre of the construction. Field research has been conducted on Zayztskiy island in Solovetskiy Archipelago. Experiments of 
imitation modeling have been done, analysis of linguistic and toponymic materials, archeological, astronomical, ethnographical 
and mythological and other sources has been implemented. 
The research has proved that observations of the shade can help to create a calendar in a shape of a bispiral labyrinth. The 
structure of labyrinth is convenient for defining the North, dividing daytime and defining geographical altitude of the observation 
point. Orientation in space and time has become the basis for navigation frame of the territory. A set of stone instruments is the 
key of a navigation frame of the territory. Life-essential stages of the yearly lighting are reflected in specific geometry shapes of 
shades. They have been preserved in mythological images of the Sun, solar symbols and modern sign systems. Languages, 
alphabets, numeric systems can be considered as models of geographical space and have evolved thanks to observations of the 
light movement. 
Key results of the research: 1) in the past the Sun used to play the leading role in navigation in the North because reference points 
of the dark sky were not available for observation; 2) Northern labyrinths have been created and used thanks to gnomon; 3) 
gnomon has been in the sphere of sacred knowledge for a long time, it was integrated as sundial 2,5 thousand years ago; 4) most 
symbols of the Sun and the Time are connected with gnomon and labyrinth; 5) the Sun, observation tools and results of 
observations are reflected in models of the world around – navigation, linguistic, toponymical, mythological, sacral and semiotic.  
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1. Introduction 
Northern labyrinths can be found in Karelia, Arkhangelsk region, Kolskiy peninsula, Estonia, Finland, Sweden, 
Norway, Denmark, Iceland and England. They are located on isles, peninsulas, near harbors and in river mouths. 
Their picture is complicated but organized. In terms of structure, there are unispiral, bispiral, concentric and radial 
types. In terms of outer shape: circles, ovals, rarely squares.  
On the territories of Sweden, Norway and Finland labyrinths have been explored by D. Kraft, G. Kern, G. Olsen, 
in Russia first researches were made in the 19th century. In the 1920s labyrinths were described in a detailed way by 
N.N. Vinogradov, prisoner of the Solovetskiy concentration camp. He came to a conclusion that labyrinths are not 
burial places but sanctuaries, enormous altars, left by some ancient people [1]. The proximity of labyrinths to the sea 
forced an archeologist from Leningrad N.N. Gurina [2] to make an assumption that stone labyrinths are models of the 
ancient fishing traps. When such labyrinths were found deep in Kolskiy peninsula this assumption was dismissed. 
A.A. Kuratov proved that some stone piles near labyrinths are remainders of ancient burials, connected with a 
“culture of Arctic late Stone age” V-I century BC [3]. Assumptions about calendar designation link the picture of 
labyrinth with schemes of orbits of the Sun, the Moon, planets and stars. Herman Wirth assumed that day and year 
tracks of the Sun are reflected in the picture. However he did not manage to explain how the Sun track is noted in the 
picture [4].    
Scientific descriptions have been made, picture algorithms based on the cross have been proposed, 
methodological classification has been developed – however the main question has not been answered yet – what are 
these labyrinths for and what does the sign symbolize? In order to answer this question we used the gnomon – a 
simple tools of the opposite alignment of the Sun position. 
1.1. Study area. Objects of  research 
Filed research has been done in summer 2009 on the isles in the White Sea. Most labyrinths remained on 
Zayatskiy island of Slovetskiy archipelago. The published materials about labyrinths of Kolskiy peninsula and other 
regions of Northern Europe. 
In Russia, thanks to the twisted picture, labyrinths are called “Babylons”. Usually these are low rounded 
constructions on ground, made of small rubbles, crushed stone and pebble; if bigger stones are used – the 
constructions are up to half a meter above the ground. Inside of circles and arches there are central constructions: 
piles of stones, flat rubbles put on the edge. Labyrinths have one entrance and exit (usually from the Southern side): 
if you move only forward along the path between stones and do not cross the barrier you will reach a point where 
you started off (Fig. 1). There can be small stone pyramids nearby. Labyrinths are located one by one, two by two or 
the by three; sometimes they create a semicircle with stone piles of different size and shape inside. Some labyrinths 
have a binomial shape, for example ʋ3 of Solovetskiy archipelago, described by N.N. Vinogradov [1]. In its mouth 
there is a layout resembling a labyrinth, but much smaller and positioned in a different way. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Bispiral labyrinths on isles in the White sea: Zayatskiy 
island of Solovetskiy archipelago, photo by D.A. Subetto 
Fig. 2. Bispiral labyrinths on isles in the White sea: Oleshin Island, 
Kuzova archipelago, photo by S.V. Golubev 
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Large number of diverse labyrinth shapes on Zayatskiy Island shows a long creative work of their improvement. 
Furthermore, there are rows of stone stripes and pyramids. They are located on a stone floor and create correct, often 
rounded outline. The highest location of the ancient objects in the relief is linked with sequential stages of retreat of 
the sea level in Holocene. All megaliths of the island are located over 13 m above the sea level. On Kuzova 
archipelago in the White sea, at the height of 25 m above the sea level, there is one non destroyed labyrinth (Fig. 2) 
and different metal objects made of large debris of rocky material. 
1.2. Methods 
Geographical analysis of the problem is based on revelation of regional peculiarities of geographical space – 
specific natural conditions of Northern Europe, where people lived, explored the area and reflected the results in 
material and spiritual culture. The development of the territory is based on the navigation system in space and time.  
Orientation in space and time of Northern regions of Eurasia has its own peculiarities due to white nights and 
polar days, when orientation is possible only using the Sun. It sets the target of creating an adequate tool for defining 
the geographical meridian (compass), time (clock) and geographical coordinates (altitude and longitude), day of the 
year [5]. Natural material is enough to allocate a gnomon on the ground, stone suits best of all. A part of a gnomon-
labyrinth that did not survive – a wooden object in the center, its shade is the key element. The gnomon’s incline to 
the polar star increases the accuracy of time measurement, a short shade mark the noon and is directed to the North.  
According to the astronomic tables, calculation of value and direction of the gnomon’s shade has been made, the 
results and diagrams are presented in Excel (Fig. 3). Lengths of noon shade and directions of sunrise and sunset on 
days of astronomic culminations correspond with main element of the labyrinth’s structure. 
Fig. 3. Gnomon (a) and its shades for height – 1 m, from 4.00 to 20.00 (b). (left). 
Direction to the North corresponds with 12.00, circles diameters are 5 and 10 m (right). 
1.3. Results: labyrinths-gnomons and calendars 
Diversity of labyrinths shows that rules of their construction evolved step-by-step. The structure of the picture 
reflects both geographical (lighting mode) and ecological factors (division into seasons according life cycles of 
exploited populations). When the period of polar day is marked, an inner part in the picture is marked as well – more 
closed (ankh-type).  
Ancient gnomons were positioned vertically, this is illustrated by rock carvings of poles fixed with stones. Ropes, 
fixed on poles, end up with thickening. This is a roll of a rope-compass, but probably it was used as a plummet. 
Stone plummets are often found near labyrinths. Gnomons-labyrinths with stone arrows are found very rarely. One is 
known in the White Sea – on Oleshin Island in Kuzova archipelago. Some stone steles and idols preserved best in 
Novaya Zemlya and on island Vaigach [6]. According to wooden idols with seven faces it is possible to count days 
of the week. Metal gnomons appear in the era of metal. They attracted lightnings and formed images of gods-
thunderers.  
The most convenient portable variant of an ancient gnomon can be a spear and a rope, depicted on ancient Knoss 
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coins at the edges of an exact copy of a bispiral northern labyrinth. These objects were mentioned in legend as 
conditions of Theseus defeating Minotaur. It can be assumed that Ariadne’s thread provides the initial marking of 
labyrinth. It is essential, bearing in mind the large size of the object, and explains continuity of its lines and 
represents the only material of its design, if stones are not found. 
In bispiral labyrinths an incline of gnomon towards the Earth axis is foreseen, i.e. towards the polar star. A 
complex arrangement of the central group of stones proves it. In order to fix the wooden pole with an incline there 
are rollers-borders and relatively high stones. There are also flat tabletop processed blocks for a more exact 
distinction of direction of a shade.  
The first result of our research is the classification of labyrinths according to their functions. We distinguish 
shapes, which are suitable for functions of a compass, sundial, calendar and multifunctional. 
Labyrinth-compass. North is distinguished every day – by the shortest shade. East and West – sunrise and sunset 
in the equinox. South – the beginning of the track of the Sun before and after the polar night (Fig. 4). The basis of the 
picture – a cross or a “T” – is the crossing of a geographical meridian and a parallel. Orientation of these elements of 
labyrinth corresponds with a definite position of the pole. Its movement made it necessary to create new labyrinths, 
but today it causes doubts concerning its astronomic features. However according to opinion of astronomers and 
mathematicians this correlation can be used to specify the dates of ancient stone constructions. 
   
Fig. 4. Labyrinths of Zayatskiy island [7]. 
 
Fig. 5. Labyrinth with a radial shape [7]. 
Labyrinth - sundial. During the day the shade moves from the West to the East. The shortest shade is observed in 
the noon. During one day it is possible to define and create marking on the surface to divide the daytime. Gnomon’s 
incline to the polar star increases accuracy of division of the day into hours. 
Radial forms resemble sundial most of all (Fig. 5). Stones in the center are for fixing the pole, the shade moves 
around it during the day. Drawing separate parts makes a picture of a wheel or Sun. Observations during the long 
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polar day make it call a “time spiral”, as with every wind of a shade a radius will change. It shrinks until summer 
solstice and grows afterwards according to the Sun’s height above the horizon. 
Radial labyrinths are the simplest: linear elements prevail, it is possible to draw a circle using a pole before 
locating it vertically. Such labyrinths are included into the composition of petroglyphs and are attributes of Taranis 
who is identical to Scandinavian  Thor and Slavonic Perun. 
Concentric labyrinths are suitable for being used as a clock. They resemble a gnomon of astronomic atlas. 
Modern school books recommend to mark the ground or an A1 sheet with circles of different diameters with a center 
in one point. The height of an object producing a shade is set as 1:3(4) to the diameter of the outer circle. Megalithic 
“book” adequately presents the same information. 
Labyrinth-calendar is represented by two spirals of morphological type. Labyrinths with one spiral resemble an 
“eternal” calendar, which the Yakuts used by the beginning of the 20th century (Fig. 6 a, b). On the wind of a big 
circle there are 367 holes. A small disc has seven holes above – as days of the week. Days were marked by moving a 
wooden prong from one hole to another. A buckle made of a mammoth tusk with a hole in the center, found in Malta 
site at Angara, dated late lithic age, can be an example of such calendar. 
  
Fig. 6. (a) Labyrinth with one spiral [7]; (b) “eternal” calendar of Yakuts [9]. 
A bispiral labyrinth perfectly combines all functions of orientation. Changes of the noon height of the Sun is fixed 
by diameters in the Northern direction. Periods of the year are marked by the Sun, rarely – by the Moon or by 
biorhythms of exploited populations. The two spirals solve the problem of same length of the noon shade between 
solstices, but 7 winds are enough if 5 of them are used twice. Ends of spirals are opposite azimuths of sunrises and 
sunsets during solstices: winter – in the center, summer – in the circumference. Horizontal line is a border of a warm 
and cold parts of the year (equinox marker). The technology of calendar observations – “a time to cast away stones, 
and a time to gather stones together” between days of solstices. Half a year sunrises and sunsets move from the South 
to the North, and stones from the pile are placed on the outer arch of the labyrinth, then in half a year they are put 
back. 
  
Fig. 7. Knobs [8] with gnomon and calendar features. 
Evolution of gnomon is well-known as the history of a sundial, which is supposed to be invented in Babylon, but 
Northern labyrinths expand the geography and extend the history of this instrument. Usage of metal introduced new 
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orientation elements to the system. Apart from “thunder” qualities, linked with attraction of a lightning to a vertically 
located gnomon, people learned about magnetic features of iron, which acquired a function of meridian definition.  
Archeological discoveries of the North have big reserves in terms of learning about the beginning and 
development of astronomical and namely solar culture. A special role among objects, which need to be studied in 
terms of orientation, belongs to so called knobs made of soft soap rock with ornament (Fig. 7). On Kolskiy peninsula 
there have been found about 10 pieces with fragments. They have round, oval, rectangular shapes and they are quite 
massive. Their surface and edges are thoroughly polished, sometimes one side is more or less prominent. Ornaments 
prevail on the edges of the whole perimeter, sometimes it has a toothed form. In the central part there is a drilled 
orifice. Number of notches on the edge argues for its calendar designation: it is known that shift of 7- and 8-day 
week is convenient for orientation according to the Moon cycle. Division of circles according to diameters and 
division into sectors can be decoded when it is fixed in the centre of gnomon’s picture.  
2. Discussions: models of geographical space 
The basis of geosystem modeling are parameters of geographical space, which define a set and mode of natural 
processes, the internal structure and outer relationships (borders, neighborhood, inclusion of hierarchical links into 
the system) and other factors. Ancient models of time and space organization of the studied geosystems stand out in 
nature and in its copies, which are stored in material objects, in the system of images and concepts. We propose to 
name them information models of the surrounding world and to group them according to such aspects, as navigation, 
mapping, semiotics, linguistics, toponymy, mythology and sacrament.  
Navigation aspect of the world’s model is obviously one of the first ones that were created by homo sapiens. 
Orientation in space and time is a key to survival and the basis of order. Ancient discoveries of simples orientation 
tools originate from lithic age. In Russia, the oldest and best interpreted  objects with calendar features were found 
near Don (Kostenki site) and in Siberia (Malta) and date back to 20 thousand years B.C. [9]. Geographical 
appearance of these objects carries information about cyclical structure and quantitative features of time. 
Petroglyphic and cave drawings of main astral positions of the Moon and Solar cycles and Zodiac constellations 
originate from the age of stone. A number of road stones and burials contain elements of calendar division of the 
year into main seasons by direct and opposite alignment of astronomical objects. On sites and trade crossroads 
ancient settlements were founded, and in isolated places – sanctuaries and observatories.  
Time of using the transcontinental ways is defined by artifacts of the stone industry of the lithic age, isolated from 
sources of raw materials used for production. Division of labor between regions based on differences in natural-
resources potential and production technologies consequently caused enhancement of transregional exchange and 
formation of new sustainable trade flow [10]. A necessity for improvement of transport reliability encouraged 
development of system of astronomical instruments for orientation in time and space. They played cornerstone role 
in organization of geocultural space, the most conveniently located ones (on crossroads, river borders, strategic areas 
– river mouth and river head) became centers of attraction, places of development of urban culture. Linear (water) 
elements evolved thanks to creation of portages and roads in instream areas. Sites and relief shapes, which 
maintained transport flows, acquired a function of basic elements in exploration of geographical space. They have 
been preserved in the modern system of settlements and transport ways.  
Functional and geographical peculiarities of navigation models distinguish sea and continental sub-groups, the 
latter can be divided according to means of transportation into water-portage and land (independent and duplicate). 
Further systematization of navigation frames of geocultural space is based on specific features of linear and main 
elements, picture pattern, which reflects peculiarities of the natural basis and social and cultural factors of 
transportation and rhythm of stops. Ancient astronomical and geodesic system includes elements of different scale, 
such as positive shapes of relief convenient for observation or prominent surfaces with unusual shapes and all 
surfaces, which carry orientation signs or instruments: road, “deer’ stones, horse-stones, dolmens, menhirs, 
cromlechs, seitas, labyrinths, circles, hereksuri, then appeared pyramids, settlements-sanctuaries, burial mounds and 
ancient observatories. All these stone objects regardless of sizes, are called megaliths, however there is a 
classification based on broad archeological materials in works of L.S. Marsadolov [11].  
Semiotic aspect of information world model directly reflects elements of orientation in space and time. Ancient 
signs in the composition of petroglyphs are becoming more and more confidently interpreted by scientists as 
description of economic activities sequence, that is a phonological calendar, and as a record of astronomical 
reference points.  In the beginning of the 20th century the researches stated that petroglyphs in Karelia can be 
considered as the start of pictographic writing. In works of B.A. Frolov, evolution of sign systems is linked with 
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consequent stages of reflection of quantitative features of the environment and way of life by rhythmically repeating 
simplest signs (strokes and dots), their grouping in lithic age was not accidental, it reflects the basis of all modern 
numeric systems [9]. Our concept of labyrinth-gnomon develops in the mainstream of rational direction for 
interpretation of signs and objects of the material culture [12]. During observations of the Sun a gnomon helps to 
define coordinates, direction of the geographical meridian and parallel, parts of the day, astronomical seasons. Solar 
signs appeared in the labyrinth: crosses, circles and swastika. A straight cross – is an indication of main space 
directions, an askew cross is an indication of extreme locations of shades in solstice of nonpolar altitudes. Swastika is 
a year cycle of movement of shade (swa) around the stick (stika), which creates a new life (cycles). While observing 
the geometry of gnomon’s shades in the labyrinth you can get an impression of origin and initial navigational 
designation of digits (1, 2, 3), letters (I, S, Ɉ, V, D, T, Ɏ, A, X), sexagesimal numerical system. Let us give 
examples. 
Letter I and digit 1 represent a vertically located object, it is a static basis for observations of light and shade that 
eternally rotate around it and cyclically repeat the signed directions. This instrument of reflection of space processes 
(movement of the Earth and the Moon) in space of an ellipse or a circle. In the ancient – vertical position – a gnomon 
represents a connection between sky (sun rays) and earth (depicted shades, coming out of its basis) in the image of 
the World tree, where birds of prey (eagle, vulture, falcon) can find shelter. Stability of its axial location served an 
abstract impression of the axis of the Universe, which goes through the polar star, around which Zodiac 
constellations rotate. Northern direction of the shade in the noon is constant, it is always a symmetrical axis in a sum 
of day shades. It is obvious that in navigation a sign for the beginning could not be shaped in a different way, being a 
symbol of a gnomon and the first light ray. It has become the basis of all sign systems. 
The proposed interpretation  significantly expands the existing archeological notion that “sign I (vertical stroke) 
originates from depicting numbers by notches in Egyptian mathematics [9]. Egyptian mythology and architecture left 
evidence of cult of this sign due to observations of time. These are widespread steles, stepped throne of Isida as a 
symbol of knowledge, sides of an Egyptian triangle where hypotenuse marks time and Gora – the son of Osiris and 
Isida (legs of triangle). On the pedestal of Isida in Sias the following works are carved: «I am everything what was, 
what is and what will be...», probably this is Motion and its reflection – Time.  
Semantic analysis of solar cults and signs shows that with a gnomon knowledge entered an the measuring stage of 
its development. Thus in order to define the beginning and the end of the day direct alignment of sunrise and sunset 
is enough in prominent elements of relief or laying out objects, which fix these directions on the arch of a circle; and 
a time to cast away stones, and a time to gather stones of together in a calendar lasts half a year. Signs for a start are 
1 and I, and a setting sun is coded with an ancient sign of a snake in a labyrinth, caduceus -  2, S, symbolizing a 
sinusoid, a spiral, a complete cycle (a sound, corresponding to the letter, conforms to the sign prototype). You can 
divide a day into two equal parts only at the height of the Sun on the sky, which is distinguished not visually but 
instrumentally – by the shade on an object.  Images of horns, wings and triangles – symbols of Sun motion –appear 
in the space of shade observation. The role of a gnomon in the knowledge revolution is reflected in an image of a 
throne where a shade appears and where it disappears. A sign of trident, digit 3 and letter T correspond to it, because 
they are an image of the middle – culmination.
In Northern Europe, elements of gothic architecture – spires, lancet-shaped windows (a mobile highlight is clearer 
than a shade) – had the same function of orientation. Religious buildings, directed to the East together with a shade 
of prominent parts of these buildings are quite functional. The preserved sacral trees on positive relief with sacral 
stones in the Baltic states and in Karelia have the same meaning. Carvings on windows together with a stretched 
string, patterned towels with swastika signs: cloth and preserved in wooden carvings on southern sides of buildings 
in Arkhangelsk, Vologda regions, in eastern part of Karelia. In Asia, modifications of sundials and calendars are 
depicted in stone buildings, petroglyphic drawings in shape of circles, labyrinths, rhombic drawings of tamga. 
Orientation according to gnomon-hand in Karelia and in Armenia encourages to assume nature and meaning of a 
prominent Phoenician sign – contour of a hand, sometimes with a cross on the wrist, and to better understand an 
Egyptian hieroglyph of a hand. 
The proposed semantic reconstructions of signs in general conform to the resume of V.A. Chudinov about shaping 
letters according to an eight-ray solar sign – kolo. Our research is different because a genetic principle is the basis of 
the theory, it discovers a link between a sign and a real natural process. In terms of this theory, letter A, resembling a 
compass, is a later invention, it records the improvement of a gnomon, which got an incline, it is indirectly proved in 
horizontal variants of its ancient pattern. 
Linguistic aspects of the information model of the geographical space are based on acoustic features of the nature, 
biological peculiarities and phonetic capabilities of humans. It can be assumed that symbols were syllabic and 
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modern words are compact sentences, some of their parts were formalized, but the initial meaning is preserved in the 
radical. Most of the distinguished radicals are linked with solar cult, and this is not surprising, if we consider the role 
of natural processes, which were reflected by it, their practical meaning and impact on the  culture. Parallels of 
remote cultures in space and time are noticed. For example, the name of an Egyptian goddess Ist is identical to 
morphology and semantics of a verb is(t) in European languages, which is included in fixed linguistic constructions.  
A toponymic picture of the geographical space is based on elements of linguistic and navigation aspects of an 
information model. Toponyms-reference points stand in a row, united by: final destination, rate of approaching the 
destination, stage of the way. Duplication of toponims takes place under the following conditions: changing the 
direction. In the North-West, on the Russian plain, there are toponyms with a basis “Asia” along the ancient border 
of the parts of the world, which was fixed in the Medieval ages by early mapping models of type “Ɍ-Ɉ”. Large 
geographical objects form toponymic rows of the 1st order, they are united by solar radicals, for example in the 
North-West of the Russian plain V(a/o)l, Tul, On are productive; in Northern and Western Europe – gol/kol. In meso- 
and microtoponyms, the meaning of planet navigation in radicals is decreasing.  
Idols, steles, sticks, phallic symbols, wands, scepters, whose symbols are well-known, originate from this ancient 
orientation instrument, which used to be a part of sacral knowledge for a long time. Analysis of cultural heritage of 
ancient civilizations clearly proves its intense usage, however a gnomon entered the secular life of antique 
Mediterranean  only in the middle of the first thousand years B.C., already with a decline to the polar star, which 
increases accuracy of distinguishing time periods. In different modifications, for two thousand years it has been used 
as a sundial, its other functions have not been used. 
An example of ancient information demonstrates knowledge, used among a limited number of specialists. 
Collective consciousness can exploit the outer forms and surface layers of this knowledge, however deep 
acquirement needs much energy and time, which not everybody possesses. Another reason of a gap between 
knowledge and its mass usage is power that they give. Examples of sacral knowledge about gnomon: an image of a 
labyrinth in one projection (sideview – vertical, in plan view – a dot in the centre of a picture, proximity of these 
projections was noticed only in Galicia); a stone bowl of Christ, Grail – is an image of the most accurate gnomon, 
where it is placed in a hemisphere; a magic wand; sacral trees and stones… Sacralization of knowledge creates a 
necessity to compress the information, coding in a convenient form to record or memorize.  
Mythological models of the world reflect ancient cosmogonical concepts of humans, natural processes on the earth 
and forms of cooperation of humans with them. A Biblical myth about a Serpent shows a way to the highest 
knowledge – measuring time, which destroys an illusion of immortality. Several stages of this process, in which a 
Serpent has different functions, can be distinguished 1) a live basis of a phenological calendar: distinguishing winter 
and summer, summer solstice (a pagan holiday of a Serpent in Northern Europe); 2) an example of recording periods 
of time: a rhythmical pattern on the back, sinusoid movement, a closed circle in a loop or in a circle of quiet 
condition, compact spiral (has been used in Yakut calendars by the 20th century); 3) a way of fixing results of 
opposite allocation in labyrinths, whose classic bispiral shapes resemble an apple in a vertical cross-section (golden 
apples of Frea – immortality, i.e. eternal time). A heaven tree of the myth can be considered as a gnomon of as a type 
of abstract axis – Earth axis and Kolo. A geographical aspect of the myth is obvious and it conforms to legends about 
apples in Russian tales (it turns you young – so it impacts the time, it rolls on a plate – it makes possible to see 
images of space). It is worth mentioning the origin of this plant – mixed and broad-leaved forests of the Variable 
Zone, where wild apple trees appear in all places.   
Mythological and semiotic models have been reflected in musical and art images, which should be considered as 
models of the second generation or models of models. Thanks to vast archeological and ethnographic materials it has 
been proved that art always carries rationale and its basis is modeling of the world. 
Mapping images are models of the second order. The first images of space are shown by stones-maps, which are 
now considered as worship objects. For example, on the main stone of Tiun sanctuary there is a site drawing in 
azimuth projection, taking into consideration the perspective, the stone itself is in the centre of a picture. Dotted lines 
represent paths and dotted objects represent homes, radial labyrinths, etc. Without doubt, the navigation designation 
of such objects is initial. Another example – reflection of geographical space by modeling of macro- and mesoforms 
in nanorelief on a limited area, known as circles, hills, ledges and other stone constructions, which didn’t get any 
explanation. Examples of such three-dimensional transmission of information were noticed among the locals in the 
Far East [13]. 
The astronomical fundamental principle of the signs did not disturb their geographical application, first of all it is 
true for motion signs, which coded main vectors of geographical space. Thus, in our opinion, the main motive of 
tamga on ancient Russian coins and wall-paintings of Kremlin cathedrals represents ornament drawings of solar 
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signs, which reflect a sequence of time and organization of space, and it may be presented as a set of motion signs 
(three-dimensional heart-shaped arrows), which cross in vertical and horizontal flatness. Probably tamgas of different 
regions were generalized by reflection of their location on different parts and crossings of altitude and meridian 
transcontinental tracks. 
It is interesting that the structure of a mapping model type T-O reflects main elements of a pattern of a bispiral 
labyrinth, in its centre there is a distinct letter T. At the same time a semantic transformation of elements of this sign 
is obvious: if the cardinal directions are right, their location should be shifted by 90°, i.e. altitude and meridian 
vectors have swapped positions. This is one of numerous examples of how a medieval tradition kept its shape and 
lost meaning. Of course, this process is gathering pace nowadays.  
Conclusions 
Analysis of aspects of geographical space modeling shows their connection with observations of the Sun – the 
main source of energy and space and time organization of geographical systems. Dancing shadows in an open sky 
have made a gnomon-labyrinth an instrument that transmits and codes information about planetary features of the 
Earth. We suggest calling a general solar culture of the humanity, which is still up-to-date compared to individual 
solar cults that are not being discussed here, a reflection of lighting modes in space and time models. Ancient layers 
of knowledge that are not linked with practical life have lost their deep meaning, vanished in abstract interpretations, 
but they survived and now unite all levels of spiritual culture – from language to mentality. Distinguishing the basics, 
their internal connection and forms of expression – is one of the ways of orientation in the foundations of modern 
scholarship, and partly, in the way of self-knowledge.  
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